In our collection we found another historic telegram announcing the funeral arrangements for
Herbert Clark Hoover, our 31st President.
Sadly, Herbert Hoover is largely forgotten today. At best, he is little more than a footnote in a
typical High School history book. More often than not, that same text book will marginalize his
legacy by suggesting that he was not only responsible for the Great Depression, but his response to
the crisis was to simply “go fishing” and ignore
the whole thing.
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Ho ove r Fu n er a l T el eg ra m

In reality; Hoover was by any measure a great
man. As one of the top mining engineers in the
World, Hoover had made a small fortune by the
age of 30. His entry into public service was
somewhat by accident when he found himself
thrust into the spotlight at the outbreak of
World War One. He not only coordinated the
repatriation of tens of thousands of American
citizens upon the outbreak of war, but he went
on to coordinate the relief of Belgium and Hoover Funeral Telegram, likely received on a Teletype
Europe, saving tens of millions from starvation. Model 14 Printer, one of the mid 20th Century work
horses of the Western Union Telegraph Company.
(continued on page 5)
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Why Some Emergency Management Programs Fail
By James Wades, WB8SIW
Over a period of three decades, the author has had the good
fortune, or in some cases the misfortune, of observing a wide
variety of emergency management programs from both a professional and volunteer perspective. One might call this experience “the good, the bad, and the ugly.”
As this is an Amateur Radio publication, this article is intended
to offer insights which the average ARES Emergency Coordinator or Section Emergency Coordinator may find of value.
However, the article may also prove useful to public officials
responsible for monitoring the performance of emergency
management programs.
Herding Cats
We have all heard the old joke about “herding cats.” This old
chestnut applies well to emergency management programs and
various “homeland security” initiatives. Let’s start the herding
process by first looking at the man or woman in charge.
The emergency manager is, in many ways, devoid of direct
authority. He often has no real authority over a county sheriff,
a municipal police chief, a fire chief or any of the nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) which typically respond
to a disaster. It is his job, however, to convince those in authority over these various organizations to work together.
This process calls for excellent diplomacy and outstanding
“people skills.”
If diplomacy and people skills fail, political leverage can occasionally be provided by a senior elected official to enforce
some degree of cooperation. For example, a county executive
or mayor may back the emergency manager by encouraging,
or demanding, that department heads participate in the emergency planning process. Yet, this crutch in itself is often problematic, particularly when it builds resentments that can develop into hidden agenda or even a subtle form of sabotage.
Ultimately the only real solution to effective planning lies in
the emergency manager’s ability to build genuine consensus
and excellent personal relationships.
The competent emergency manager must also be a generalist.
Specialized training, such as a Master’s Degree in Public Administration may be helpful, but the skill set that often proves
most valuable is a broad base of general knowledge. What is
needed is, in a sense, a “renaissance man.” The successful
emergency manager is often well read on a diverse range of

topics, ranging from basic telecommunications concepts to the
applied and natural sciences, psychology and organizational management. He needn’t be an expert in all, but he must be sufficiently curious to allow reasonable discussion with experts in
many fields. His knowledge base must support good decision
making in a variety of incidents ranging from technological disasters to public health emergencies, meteorological events, or even
civil unrest.
The Military Man
Since the unfortunate events of September 11, 2001, there has
been a tendency amongst elected officials to appoint former military officers and retired police officers to the position of county
or municipal emergency management director. While these men
and women are often quite capable of doing a good job, a few
enter the position at a deficit. This deficit is directly related to
their life experiences during a career in an often rigidly hierarchical organization. Over a period of years, one can become
accustomed to the idea that decision making is a “top-down” process in which orders are followed and duties are delegated and
rarely questioned. Unfortunately, this management style does
not work well when those with whom one works must be convinced to cooperate.
Adding to the problem of applying the military or paramilitary
model to the management of emergency preparedness programs,
is the nature of the individuals with whom one must interface.
For example, if one examines the nature of the personality types
attracted to law enforcement, he will find they fall predominantly into a fairly narrow category of behaviors. These individuals
tend to think in ways that are very logical and often very judgmental. They see the world in certain black and white ways. On
the other hand, those attracted to social services, the medical
professions, technology and so forth may respond to the world in
much different ways. They may see the world in a more nuanced
way. They may respond better to perception and intuition.
Worst of all, they may respond poorly to rigid thinking. The
result is often a serious personality conflict between the
“command” type appointed as emergency management director
and the “perceptive” type representing an NGO or other relief
agency. Of course, on the other hand, the latter type may occasionally lack the ability to make a reasonable, quick decision using the limited information available in time of emergency.
Rigid, black and white thinking can also be a barrier between
agencies. Those who function and see the world in a hierarchical
2

him well during his career. The problem was that this particular incident was not “self-contained,” and he belonged at the
EOC coordinating the response. During his career shift from
law enforcement to emergency management, he had moved
from a tactical job to a strategic job, and he didn’t realize it.
His job had shifted from using the response tools needed to
solve a specific problem, to ensuring those now responsible for
solving a multitude of specific problems had the tools and support needed to do their individual jobs well. In reality, he
should have been at the EOC ensuring that actions weren’t
duplicated, responsibilities were well defined, and support
would be forthcoming for an extended operation involving a
broad-scale scene beyond the control of any one individual.

manner often have great difficulty compromising when cooperation is necessary between two parallel hierarchies. The result is
described in what the author humorously calls the “Urination
Theory.”
Imagine if you will, a scene in which two male dogs are strolling
through a public park. The first dog decides to mark the territory by urinating on a particular shrub, fire hydrant, or other object. More often than not, the second dog will follow up and do
the same, as if to say “this is MY territory!” Both dogs may very
well come from different packs, and they may find the need to
stake out territory overwhelming. Next, watch two fire chiefs,
police chiefs, or a few senior law enforcement officers at differing levels of the government power structure interact at a disaster scene and ask yourself if there aren’t some similarities in
behavior. Be honest!

Again, these observations are generalizations and the incidents
are anecdotal. They don’t apply across the board, nor are they
intended to suggest that former police, military or fire officials
should be excluded from consideration for positions in emergency management, nor is it intended to suggest that many of
these individuals can’t adapt to a new position. However, it
does suggest a tendency toward a controlling nature may actually prove problematic at all levels of the process.

While the above theory is intended to be humorous, the realities
of the behavior it describes may be downright deadly. Examine
recent high-profile emergency response failures, and one will
often find this narrative in the background. For example, while
a former Mayor of New York became a manufactured media
hero during the unfortunate events of September 11, 2001, the
sad fact is that he presided over, and assented to, a dysfunctional
emergency management process in which police, fire, and other
important departments refused to work together during the
emergency mitigation and planning process. Ego had become
more important than public service. The emotional desire for
power and control displaced the rational process of planning, to
the point that even the basic process of hazard and vulnerability
analysis was ignored. Just one example of this failure involves
the fact that the municipal EOC and critical communications
assets were located in a building that had already been the target
of a prior terrorist attack. One can’t help but ask how many
lives might have been saved had a proper, well managed emergency management process been in place before the incident.

The best personality type?
There is, of course, no perfect personality type that qualifies
one for the position of emergency manager. Qualifications for
a job must be based on a wide range of factors. However, if
one were to make a generalization, the skill set developed by a
senior business manager might actually prove to be best model
for the position. Such individuals often deal with department
heads from a wide range of technical, creative, and specialized
fields. Those they manage often have a variety of personality
types and management approaches that are suited to a specialty. A successful business manager often learns to leverage a
wide range of individuals and perspectives to achieve successful
results. He also quickly learns that he has a limited span of
control. He can’t look over everyone’s shoulder in a large
organization. Instead, if he is to be successful, he must learn to
deal with the strategic “big picture” policies, while trusting his
specialists to do their job well. It is this skill set that often
proves best in emergency management.

The Hood of the Car
Some years ago, the author observed a county emergency manager attempting to coordinate the response to a tornado from
the hood of a patrol car. There he stood in the wind and elements with a map, a hand held radio, a flashlight and a notebook. This is an example of what one might call “tactical” versus
“strategic” thinking. This particular emergency manager had
been a career law enforcement officer. He was accustomed to
what might be called “self-contained” scenes. Within that environment, he was a very competent person accustomed to handson problem solving and direct action, abilities that likely served

Ultimately, the successful emergency manager must be the
type that can first convince a wide range of people with different personalities, experiences and priorities to see sufficient
value in each other to simply agree to sit at a table and cooperate. He must be able to suppress his own ego sufficiently to
put the mission first. That mission must be an efficient prepa3

ration and response to potential disaster situations. Simply put,
if one can’t manage people and exercise sufficient humility to
allow others to feel invested in the process of planning and preparedness, one is likely to fail at the position.

agement solution will suffice” is immutable.
Volunteer Programs
By examining the successes and failures of professional emergency managers, one can apply the same lessons to the management of volunteer programs such as ARES. In the case of Amateur Radio operators, one must first recognize that individuals
join programs like ARES for a wide variety of reasons. Some
are motivated by altruism. Others feel a simple duty to participate. Yet others join to feel “self-important.” In the latter case,
the ARES ID card and the association with public safety or
emergency management officials may fill an unhealthy void in a
volunteer’s ego. All individuals bring a variety of viewpoints
and personality types to the table, many of which are beneficial
and a few of which may be problematic. All must be
“managed.”

Technology
The author is fond of saying “Never seek a technological solution
when a management solution will suffice.” All too often, elected
officials and others believe new technology will solve a problem.
Sometimes it does. It may also act as a “force multiplier” by allowing a small group of people to operate more effectively. It
may facilitate better coordination and response. On the other
hand, it may become a distraction or a crutch.
The response to Hurricane Katrina offers an excellent example
of a failure in which a management solution was needed beforehand. During the response phase, trucks delivering supplies
wandered aimlessly because staging points weren’t identified in
advance. School busses sat unused and were left to be destroyed
by flood waters because they weren’t tasked with specific evacuation duties in the event of a predictable emergency. Levies and
flood control equipment weren’t examined and upgraded during
the mitigation process to minimize the effects of disaster. By any
measure, officials were either negligent in the process of hazard
and vulnerability analysis, or they chose not to act on the obvious data staring them in the face.

Many new Emergency Coordinators make the mistake of attempting to “direct” volunteers, whereas a better approach is to
“coach” volunteers. The EC must have sufficient sensitivity and
insight to determine volunteer motivations and he must also use
them to his advantage. He must be sensitive to the fact that
volunteers will be shifting into a new set of relationships that
may be much different than those encountered in their daily
lives. For example, the volunteer who is a retired chief of surgery at the local hospital may naturally question the policies and
decisions of an EC who drives a truck for a living. Whether
right or wrong, he may see himself as superior in some way.
Likewise, some may enlist in an ARES program with a certain
level of insecurity resulting from life experience, career, or
even their relationships at home, which is manifested in excessive sensitivity to any perception of “authority.” These are, of
course, generalizations, but the intent is to point out the fact
that managing volunteers can be a bit of a mine field at times.
An EC must be sensitive to the myriad personalities he will confront in his position.

Many will recall the news conference held in the immediate aftermath of the hurricane, during which the former Governor of
Louisiana stood before the cameras on national TV and complained that her “Blackberry” didn’t work. She didn’t need a
new Blackberry or improved cellular service; rather, she was
several years too late in the process of ensuring the emergency
planning process was taking place in advance of an obvious vulnerability. She was engaging in magical thinking by assuming a
technological capability would rescue her from a management
failure that was years in the making.

Motivating volunteers is also potentially problematic. Just as a
football or hockey coach will often look at a team to determine
which players are best suited to a position, the EC must leverage the talents and skills of his volunteers to not only enhance
the program, but to reward the volunteer with activities or responsibilities that suit his personality and interests. For example, it may be much easier to convince a dedicated CW contester to represent an ARES program on a Section CW Net once or
twice a week rather than attempting to turn him into a NCS on
the weekly VHF ARES net. Likewise, the volunteer with an IT
background may be better suited to implementing digital capabilities than acting as Skywarn Coordinator. By building teams

Herbert Hoover did a masterful job of coordinating response
during the Great Flood of 1927 using the rather old fashioned
technology of railroads and the telegraph. He understood the
value of planning and the administrative process. In contrast,
today’s political leaders, accustomed to spontaneous problem
solving and instant communications, often fail to consider the
value of defining actions and procedures appropriate to likely
disaster scenarios in advance. Instead, they believe technology…and Federal money….will save them.
One could go on with many additional examples, but the fact
that “one should never seek a technological solution when a man4

around common interests and skills, one is likely to leverage better participation and better volunteer involvement. In a sense,
the volunteer is rewarded with a bit of “fun,” while serving as a
specialist in a particular area.

efficiency movement, he relied extensively on volunteerism to
facilitate widespread industrial standardization. As Secretary of
Commerce, he also presided over the early regulation and development of civil aviation as well as the development of radio
communications. Hoover was a true friend of the radio amateur
and often spoke out in favor of Amateur Radio. It was during his
tenure that Amateur Radio was largely standardized in its modern form and many of the modern radio services we take for
granted were established, including radio broadcasting and police radio systems. Hoover’s son was also an avid radio amateur
(as was his grandson) who eventually became President of the
American Radio Relay League.

Finally, many ECs make the mistake of being too enamored with
“whiz bang” technology. The foundation of effective telecommunications response is predicated on a wide variety of factors including the survivability and flexibility of any particular communications mode. More often than not, effective response will be
determined by the ability to deploy and effectively apply the basic
“common denominator” modes. Operator training and experience will outweigh the benefits of advanced technology and, more
often than not, serve as the foundation for the spontaneous problem solving and the synthesis of new ideas and solutions needed to
support operations in the field. Excellent radio procedures and
administrative skills related to the maintenance of records, radio
logs and the accurate conveyance of both tactical and record message traffic pay big dividends.

Hoover was inaugurated in 1929, just in time to “take the fall”
for the Great Depression. Contrary to popular belief, the Hoover Administration did much to mitigate the effects of the economic catastrophe. He was responsible for a variety of programs
including the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the Federal
Home Loan Banks, the Banking Act of 1933 (Glass-Steagall Act),
and other programs that were ultimately extrapolated to form
the foundation of the “New Deal.” It is said that he often
worked 16 to 18 hours per day during his Presidency in an attempt to battle the emergency. In reality, the popular myth of
the incompetent, “do-nothing” President was largely the work of
the notorious Charlie Michelson, a yellow press reporter of the
Hearst Syndicate, who was employed by the Democratic National Committee with the specific mission of “cutting Hoover down
to size.” Michelson used a virtually unlimited budget funded by
the DNC and Joseph Kennedy (father of JFK) to hire a staff of
questionable journalists and even former pornographers to generate a range of scurrilous, false accusations, and articles attacking Hoover’s record. In a sense, Hoover was the first real victim
of modern day, media-driven attack politics.

The parallels between the successful EC and the successful emergency management director are significant. Both are “herding
cats.” Both lack direct authority or significant leverage over those
whom they must motivate. Both must have sufficient insight and
sensitivity to determine the motivations of those with whom they
work. Both must be able to exercise sufficient humility and openmindedness to allow those whom they manage to feel they are
vested in the program and their needs are being met. Both must
recognize that their job is to manage human resources and assets
first, as opposed to making the mistake of trying to do everything
themselves. Most importantly, they both must understand that
effective planning and training are their primary tasks.
Ultimately, it is an open mind that will likely best serve any manager. As Steven Covey wrote, one must seek first to understand;
then be understood. Take the time to learn from the successes and
failures of others. Just make sure the next failure is not your
own.

Perhaps there is one fact about Hoover that says it all. He never
cashed a single check he received from the government, instead
donating the proceeds to charity. Like his friend and Democratic successor, Harry S. Truman, Hoover placed ethics over personal profit by refusing to use the Office of the President to personal advantage. Perhaps there is a reason that Hoover and Truman remained good friends despite political differences.

Hoover Telegram
(continued)

If one would like an alternative view of Hoover’s fascinating life, consider locating a copy of “Herbert Hoover, a biography” by Eugene Lyons
(1964 edition). Copies are readily available on E-bay and at Amazon.com at reasonable cost. After reading it, you will realize they don’t
make Presidents like that anymore!

(continued from page 1) Later, he coordinated the relief of the nascent Soviet Union, again saving millions from starvation, despite
political differences. It has been said that Herbert Hoover saved
more lives than any man in history. One still finds statues dedicated to Herbert Hoover throughout Europe.
Hoover would eventually serve in the Harding and Coolidge Administrations as Secretary of Commerce. As a proponent of the
5

Operating Tip
- Getting Started on CW Nets -

QNI:

de WB8SIW QRU K

NCS:

R WB8SIW AS (stand by)

One might paraphrase Rodney Dangerfield by suggesting that
“CW Nets get no respect.” This is simply a humorous way of
suggesting that many believe the process of learning to participate
in CW traffic nets is too difficult, if not prohibitive for the average radio amateur. In reality; CW Nets operate using a series of
very systematic procedures, which are easy to understand and
learn. Any reasonably competent CW operator can quickly and
easily learn how to participate in a CW net.

Checking in is the same process as a voice net.

Perhaps one of the most significant perceived barriers is the list of
“QN-Signals.” In reality, you just needs to know a few QNsignals to get started. Furthermore, these signals are incredibly
intuitive. Once you understand the “formula,” they are easy to
understand and remember. Most can be learned instantly. Here
are some examples expressed in a basic way to help the beginner
grasp and remember their meaning:

Being excused from the Net:

Once recognized by NCS, you simply state your call sign followed by “no traffic” or your call sign followed by a list of your
traffic. Respectively:
No traffic: de W8ZZ QRU
With traffic: de W8ZZ QTC Grand Rapids 1

Most CW Nets excuse members one by one. There are two
reasons for this. First, CW nets are much more efficient than
voice nets. This allows NCS to burn up a bit more time, as the
goal is to keep the net open for at least ten to fifteen minutes.
It also allows the NCS to excuse individuals for whom the net
has no business, while keeping others on frequency in queue for
dispatch to adjacent frequencies to clear traffic.

QNX = You are eXcused.
QNI = Check In

Typically, the NCS will send your call sign suffix. It is your job
to respond with a simple “tap” of the key, in the form of a “dit”
or a “dah” to inform NCS that you are listening. He will then
excuse you in the following manner:

QNY = QSY up or down ____ KHz to accept traffic
from_____.
QNV = Verify that you can copy the other station before moving
off frequency (QNY) to clear traffic.

73 TNX QNX K
You can then acknowledge the instruction by legally signing out
of the net:

In reality, if you know these four QN-Signals, you can get started
on CW traffic nets without fear of embarrassment or receiving
instructions he doesn’t understand.

73 GE de W8QHB

Checking into the Net:

There are, of course, a variety of other nuances and procedures. However, these are the basics needed to get involved
and enjoy the superior efficiency and elegant choreography of
CW traffic nets. Once you build up your skill and become
attuned to the methods, you may very well want to make CW
your preferred traffic handling mode.

The typical NCS will operate using a repeated pattern. He may
give a net call such as:
QMN de WB8SIW QNI K
QMN K

or

QMN de WB8SIW K

or

A complete description of the procedures required for CW
Nets is available in the “Michigan Net Public Service Communications Handbook” available for download at the Michigan Net,
QMN Web Page: www.michigannet.org

These patterns are often repeated throughout the net and they
serve as your invitation to check-in (QNI). You simply send a
letter of his choice, perhaps the first letter of his call sign suffix,
and when the NCS repeats it, you are thereby invited to check-in.
For example:
NCS:

ILN de W8ZZ K

QNI:

S

NCS:

S

Another online guide worth looking into is provided at:
http://www.qsl.net/n5lf/cw-nts.html
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How I got Started in Traffic Handling
By Ed Trump, AL7N, Alaska STM
Circa 1967, I was living in Denver, CO, in a 5 story apartment
building, on a hill in East Denver. I was single at the time, age 25,
and employed by the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad
Communications Department as a Telecommunications Engineer.
I had been licensed as an amateur radio operator since 1957 while
still in high school in Fort Collins, CO, and had kept up a moderate
amount of general ham activity over the next ten years. I had left
home prior to graduation from Colorado State University (BSEE
’65), and I had hauled my gear around through several moves on the
RR job at various places along the Railroad in Colorado and Utah.
My call sign at the time was KØJSP.
I fell in with a bunch of local hams in the Denver and Pueblo areas
and was active on the local 2 meter repeater with a base and mobile
rig, but was getting tired of the typical yak-yak on the FM repeaters.
Some of my buddies were into “NTS and traffic handling,” and I had
a good friend during high school who was quite active in it as well.
I guess some of it rubbed off.
My favorite interest and preferred mode was CW Morse operation,
and I had set up a modest station in my apartment on the fourth
floor, west side of this apartment building. I took and passed the
exam for the Extra Class license, at the local FCC District 15 Office
in early January 1968.
I also had interest in becoming a commercial CW operator, and
began working on my code speed and the Marine Radio International Rules and Regulations with that in mind. Of course the National
Traffic System was also ideal practice for that as well, as it was “all
CW Morse” in those days. Soon I was a regular participant in the
Twelfth Region Net (TWN), the Silver State Net (SSN, Colorado
and Utah on 160 meters) and eventually was invited into the Pacific
Area Net (PAN).
I started out with an old Hallicrafters SX-71 receiver, and a homebrew CW transmitter that was the third or fourth re-incarnation of
one I had originally built while still in high school. It used a pair of
8032 tubes in parallel and ran about 150 watts DC input. I got the
tubes for nothing as they were “change-outs” from the railroad radio
shop. The railroad had Motorola railroad VHF radios that used the
8032’s, which is a 12 volt filament version of the 6146.
I home-brewed various antenna coupler circuits and originally used
an end-fed 150 foot No 26 copper wire strung from my 4th floor
apartment balcony across the street to the west, to the top of a large
advertising sign in the yard of the apartment there. This worked on
any band, but had the usual disadvantages of an unbalanced antenna
system high above a “good” ground. I “got into” TV’s and everybody’s stereos pretty bad around there, and it took lots of
“diplomacy” to quiet that problem as best as I could. I needed
something better.
This particular apartment building was a long narrow building that
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had chimney gables at each end, and the apartments therein
were situated along the “long” sides of the building on the east
and west sides. I had a girlfriend that lived on the east side of
this building on the 5th floor at the time, and I discovered
there was an easy way to get on the roof of the building. It
took the better part of a good bottle of drinking whiskey one
night at a party to get the building manager in a suitable mood
to allow me access to the roof to put up what I vaguely described as a “simple wire antenna” for my radios, so it wouldn’t bother the other tenants so much. He went along with it.
By dawn the following morning, I had a full length 135 foot
open-wire fed dipole strung between those end gables on the
building, and the open wire feeders were simply dropped
over the edge of the roof down to my apartment balcony below, which was roughly centered on the fourth floor west
side. You could not see the antenna from the street as it was
over 5 stories high and hidden by the building. The feed line
was nearly invisible, as well, unless you knew what to look
for. I never heard a peep out of the building manager, or the
one who came later, about it.
I cobbled together a nice balanced, link-coupled antenna tuner, and was all set then. A full size doublet antenna high on
the top of a 5 story building on a hill in the clear…. Hell, no
ham could have asked for a better setup! Nobody in PAN or
TWN had trouble with my signal after that.
Soon I added some autostart VHF RTTY gear (with real Teletype ™ Model 15 page printers, TD, Reperf, the whole lot…
I got ‘em for nothing as they were decommissioned from the
RR telegraph relay office downtown). It was fine equipment,
but boring to operate once I got it all going, and not nearly as
much fun as doing traffic on CW Morse.
Several of my buddies were similarly equipped with the VHF
RTTY gear, and we worked out a scheme where those of us
who worked days would handle the long haul traffic on CW at
night, while those who worked nights would feed us or receive local traffic via the TTY autostart net during the day.
This worked slick as a whistle, especially after I got into TCC
and began working the “Station India” slot in PAN, relaying
nightly to KØAEM in St. Louis, MO. My apartment sounded
like UPI or the Associated Press some of those evenings. I had
conquered the TVI/RFI problem by getting the antenna up on
the roof. I had regular skeds and nets with Bob, K7NHL in
Tucson, Lloyd, W7MY in Salt Lake, W6EOT out in CA, and
another over in Wenatchee WA, Vic, W7VSE in Boise, etc.
What a GREAT bunch of fine CW operators those guys all
were.
I kept up my quest for a Commercial Radiotelegraph license.
I had upgraded my receivers to a Drake R4B and a Drake
SPR4, and often put these two receivers up on the Commercial CW Marine bands on 6 and 8 Mc. I used a pair of split
headphones so I could tune them to WCC back East, or KPH
on the West Coast and copy all the commercial press and ra-

diogram traffic I could. WCC and KPH “simulkeyed” their transmitters on several bands, so with the two receivers on different
bands and the split headset, I had a “poor man’s” diversity receiving system. It worked great and signal fading was never a problem.

We also provided Bruce with a special message from the president of Pasadena Radio Club, to be used for new hams in our
own local area.
After a year or so, Bruce sort of burned out. That was no surprise; there can be a few hundred new hams around the country
every week, and that is a lot of telephone numbers to look
up. When he called it quits, four hams in LAX Section decided
to pick it up and split up the work load. I’m sure you know our
callsigns by now: Robert W0RJA, Jutti K6FRG, Paul K6GPZ
(who has since dropped out), and Kate K6HTN. We split the
US up among us, by calling area. We each have our own message. Most of the traffic leaves LAX Section through the Sixth
Region MBO Jim Jaques K6RXX. I still get my daily code practice by funneling Jutti’s traffic for northern California and some
of my own long-haul traffic, through RN6.

One day, I simply bugged out from work downtown at lunch
time, walked the 8 blocks or so to the Denver New Custom
House, and visited the FCC examiners to take the 2nd Class Radiotelegraph exam. Thanks to the Radio Amateurs Handbook, and
plenty of good CW operating experience in NTS, I passed okay,
and soon had the 2nd Commercial Ticket to hang on my wall.
I didn’t realize it at the time, but having that Commercial Radiotelegraph license plus the radio operating experience I got in NTS
was to have a profound effect on my future career in the Telecommunications Industry…But all that is another story. 73

Southern California gets a healthy share of service messages in
return, helping to make our nets lively places, keeping us terse,
and challenging our Net Control skills.

Confessions of a Bulk Trafficker
By Kate Hutton, K6HTN

Aside from being a tremendous challenge and learning experience for us, I firmly believe that the welcoming effort has been a
major factor in the resurgence of NTS in southern CA. It has
made our nets interesting. It has forced us to wade into the digital world, using NTSD and radio email extensively. It has forced
us to learn about routing and how/when to “ration” our traffic.
All these are good emergency preparedness skills. Our nets on
local repeaters have become somewhat of a “spectator” sport,
generating some interest in NTS. Jim Michener K9JM, the RN6
NM, boasts of traffic totals “above any recent memory.”

In my short experience (3.5 yrs out of my 4 yrs as a ham), I have
never known NTS without bulk traffic. From the beginning, it
was N1IQI, W1GMF, and WB5NKD all the way, with a very few
WOODEN CANOE ASSOCIATION and FISTS messages thrown
in. I learned quickly to check QRZ.com, the SSDI (Social Security
Death Index), and an on-line telephone directory before attempting to call people who might be dead. I remember asking my
Elmer (and Net Manager) “Do you really service this stuff?” He’s
a stickler and he gave me the right answer: service it, although he
did say that multiple messages could be serviced in the same radiogram.

We have adapted Jim Wades’ NTS brochure, to include local
information and net schedules for LAX, ORG, and SD Sections,
and we find its use on the increase. There is little or nothing in
the ham license study material about the existence of the NTS,
so receiving a radiogram may be a new ham’s only clue. If there
is a hint of interest from the new licensee, they receive the brochure and information about any upcoming classes or
talks. Some others, such as Ken Gordon W7EKB in Idaho, have
had some results from mailing NTS information to new hams,
using delivery of our radiograms as an excuse. The percentage
return is small, less than 1%, but there are a lot of new hams,
and it only takes a few new people to make a net grow.

I have heard rumors that “in the good old days,” regular people
used to seek out ham radio operators to send birthday greetings
and whatnot to their friends and relatives. Every ham knew how
to send a radiogram. I have heard that a great deal of health and
welfare traffic was passed by NTS in the wake of historic disasters. For this and other reasons, I’ve been kicking myself black
and blue about not getting my ham ticket long ago!
When I started picking up traffic for delivery, the most fun messages were WB5NKD 22, “WELCOME TO AMATEUR RADIO
…” These were especially useful in picking up new members for a
local radio club and general Elmering opportunities. Pat
WB5NKD was one to keep us on our toes, however, by periodically changing her messages. Check 22 eventually fell by the wayside.

FAQ
Why do you send traffic to people you don’t know?
Why do I introduce myself to new people at the local radio club
and congratulate them on their new license? Sure, I didn’t know
them before, but so what? It is sort of the socially accepted thing
to do.

After we’d been complaining among ourselves for a while, Bruce
Hunter W6WW (at that time, ORG STM) eventually picked up
the task of welcoming people to their new hobby. I’m not sure
who his long-haul outlets were, but I managed to convince him to
give me five each day, to send on CW. I then had an excuse to
check into SCN/CW or RN6 every day, a major stepping stone
toward code proficiency.

Why do you inconvenience traffic handlers across the
country with repetitions of the same message?
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Obviously, you are doing this to inflate your Brass
Pounders League score?

Why do traffic handlers across the country check into traffic nets,
if not to pass traffic? Presumably they do it because they enjoy it,
or they enjoy being prepared for anything. Let’s face it, if we
didn’t have bulk traffic, we would not have any traffic, to speak
of. County fairs are much too busy making money off the worst
possible deep fried whatever to admit public service booths promoting ham radio. That part of pop culture is just not coming
back.

Initially, I was motivated by BPL, and I started making the list
consistently using W6WW’s welcome traffic, plus my net liaison activity and later, DRS. So I would be untruthful if I said
BPL was not a factor. However, as an STM, I also write reports
to HQ every month. I have come to realize that having a small
list of handlers who consistently report decent SAR numbers
sends a message that our Section is active in NTS. It may even
help in a some small part to perpetuate the NTS.

Why do you use HXC?
That is a good question, with multiple answers. First of all, I am a
data freak. As a seismologist, my first instinct when confronted
with an unknown entity is to “ping” it. I started out using HXC to
try to determine what actually happened to the messages I sent. I
wanted to learn where the NTS was “in trouble” and where delivery was likely. I wanted to map the “shadow zones” in the system. I was dismayed to learn that the overall service rate was
only about 30%. This seems to apply even for real personal messages, not just bulk traffic. I also wanted to learn something
about my sources of telephone numbers (see below). The whole
HXC exercise has been somewhat discouraging. I am on the
fence right now about continuing; so far, I have continued, because the service messages provide some level of incoming traffic
for us.

Personally, if I take my “sent digital” stat as a rough indicator of
my bulk output, it’s about 1/3 of my total SAR. The rest of it is
plain hard work: liaison assignments, psyching out the ionosphere, debugging digital problems, organizing traffic, getting
hoarse, and just plain pounding brass. Every bit of which is
teaching me something. Ask me about this again at the end of
Cycle 4 some night.
Do you have some kind of app that trolls the FCC database and automatically spits out NTSD batch files?
Well, yes and no. The FCC ULS Advanced License Search has a
Query Download Option, which will email you the results of
your search, as a text file. I do two partial-callsign searches for
each calling area that I work, based on the sequential callsigns
currently being issued: one for new Techs/Generals and one for
“one-day-wonder” Extras. After I receive the text files, I cut/
paste the relevant parts into a Notepad file, from which I generate an Excel file. This whole process takes about 15 minutes. I
then spend an hour or two looking up telephone numbers, usually in between my nets. Once the Excel file is as complete as
possible & the rows without phone numbers have been deleted, I
use the Mailmerge option in Word, and then Notepad, to create
the batch file. K6FRG helped me figure out this protocol. It
works well, but I always have to remember the old adage: to err
is human, but to really make a big mess requires a computer

Where the heck to you get your phone numbers from?
We learned fairly quickly from the service traffic, and from looking up ourselves and our friends, that the prepaid services such as
PeopleFinder and Spokeo are not better than the free ones. In
fact, they appear to retain out-of-date info much longer. For
example, I found a phone number for myself on Spokeo that was
disconnected 22 years ago.
So, the answer is, we
use 411.com or whitepages.com, both free look-up services.
They appear to be about as current as last year’s printed directory. Couple the update delay with the fact that people are dumping their landlines in droves, in favor of cell technology, and you
probably have the reason for the number of ARL SIXTY SEVENs.
(By the way, we very seldom get any ARL SIXTY SEVEN NO
OUTLET, which I strongly suspect is not a true representation of
the situation.)

Zen and the Art of NCS
By Kate Hutton, K6HTN
You are responsible for conducting a meeting of your colleagues. It is not a “brainstorming meeting” or a “team building”
meeting. Time is very short; 45 minutes at max. Everyone
brings at least one bit of “hot potato” information they desperately want to pass on to someone else, so they can get on with their
work. When they “check in” with you at the beginning of the
meeting, they list what they have and what they are looking for
from others. Some of them have even less time available than
you do. Discussing everything sequentially would take far more
time than you have and bore some people to sleep.

I do up to three lookups for each ham: by name and town, by last
name and town, and by reverse address. If I find someone by the
same last name at the right address, I use it. That happens from
20% to 50% of the time, geographically dependent, presumably
based on the quality of cell service in the area. The rest of the
new hams, without listed landlines, go unwelcomed.
By the way, nervous people taking their Tech exam don’t write
any more legibly than the rest of us, and volunteers at VECs
don’t type any better than the rest of us.

Even while the intros are still going on, you start pairing people
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Zen and the Art of NCS
(continued from p. 9)
up and sending them to various other tables
to take care of their business, asking them
to return when they are done. You have to
clear the more urgent exchanges first.
Some of those attending will be on a tight
schedule and must be accommodated next.
After that, you need to clear the short exchanges to release as many people as possible back to their work.
Some information, with data common to a
number of exchanges, is best passed at the
main table. If someone unfamiliar with this
style of meeting shows up, you also have to
very briefly explain what is going on. As
the facilitator, you must not lose track of
anyone or anything. You have your “bingo
card” spreadsheet in front of you, to help
you keep track of it all. Can you do it? Of
course you can! Many people do it several
times per week and are quite proficient. Many even do it in Morse code (not
normally anyone’s first language)!

You are “net control” on a traffic net. The
people with the time constraints are liaisons to
other nets. The exchanges with the common
data are book messages containing similar content. The short exchanges are individual radiograms. There are, of course, further considerations not applicable to the conference room
situation … skywave propagation and QRM,
for example. Here is what the ARRL Public
Service Communications Manual (Appendix B
“Methods & Practices Guidelines,” Chapter 5
entitled “Net Control”) has to say … “You may
panic freely between transmissions.”
Otherwise, it is Zen as usual. If you can control when you panic, then why bother panicking in the first place? The samurai approach to
martial arts and pouring tea can be very useful
here … a combo of total concentration and
relaxation is in good order.
Then watch the coping skills spill over into the
rest of your life!

Change in Alaska QSX

All contents are Copyright 2013.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

Ed Trump, AL7N, STM Alaska, is
abandoning traffic watch on CW
frequencies 3540 and 7042 KHz due to a
lack of activity on those frequencies.
Effective immediately, AL7N will shift
traffic watch and guard frequencies 3920
and 7093 kHz, modes CW and/or LSB for
any radiogram traffic. Traffic watch will be
as continuous as is possible on both of
these frequencies 24/7.
Local Fairbanks stations can reach AL7N
on VHF FM voice on 146.520 MHz. The
traffic watch on 20 meter CW, 14050
KHz will remain unchanged.
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The 40 and 80-meter frequencies are
populated daily by many Alaska stations,
and it is felt that better traffic relaying
service inbound and outbound to Alaska
can be offered as liaison to the ARRL
National Traffic System by shifting the
Alaska traffic watch to these frequencies.
CW will be the preferred mode for traffic
work, however AL7N will shift to LSB
voice on 80 and 40 meters on request.
Note: More NTS CW operators are
needed in Alaska. Please contact Ed,
AL7N if you are interested in learning
more.

